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In Return, the third and final book, Max and Luke have completed their preparations to investigate the mysterious island of
Eeben-land. Despite their experience, they encounter dangers and obstacles. Their journey will not be easy, but their bravery
and determination will not fail them. Continuation of the series A series of five more spin-off books has been released, named
"The Sons of Max", followed by The Sky-Lords. The latter series is written from a more adult perspective, and will mostly
consist of Max's struggles. Another spin-off of the series, where Max and Luke will get into a battle with each other, titled "The
Fall of the Sky-Lords", was released in September 2019. Characters Max Max (formerly Maximilian Råberg) is a young and
highly intelligent boy who is the main protagonist and protagonist of the series. He is the son of a humble carpenter who was
very hard to love and never asked him to love him. Max was raised by his adoptive parents, Mathilde Råberg and John Alvén, in
Sweden. He is a typical, young, happy-go-lucky boy, who sometimes can be careless and fool-hardy. Max is described by his
adoptive parents as being "blessed with a strong will to live", a "true gentle giant", and one of their favorite people. He is also a
"wonderful mischief maker, who loves to provoke and laugh". He is always curious and has a curious mind. He is stubborn, but
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also a "stubbornly reasonable and gentle boy". He is a highly talented student, who also is good friends with Magnus, a bird he
met in Neverland. Max is also very thoughtful and hardworking, he is the head of his family, and he is very responsible. Max
also goes to a school in South Tyrol, Italy, where he makes many new friends. Max has lived in many different places, has
visited many other worlds, and has left all of them better than before. Max is described as having a "warm smile and happy
disposition". Max has a form of Telepathy, and his eyes can also emit "telepathic beams" of light. He is also able to see and talk
to animals and can communicate with them. Max had lived in a secret world called Neverland, where he befriended a beautiful
creature called Luke. There, Max discovered that Luke was 82157476af
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